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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Backpack Travel is an organization made up of a senior management team operating

in the tourism industry for 16 years and a pioneer technical team in the field of

blockchain technology development.

With a personal digital identity authentication of tourists as a lever of change,

Backpack Travel devotes itself to the blockchain application in tourism industry,

aiming to create the very first borderless travel credit consumption platform in the

world.

In combination of blockchain, distributed storage, biological recognition technology

and mobile devices, Backpack Travel is launching a new type of digital

authentication called Backpack Travel Shield. It is based on the static data of the

original passport information, with tourists’s travel trajectories as a dynamic

superposition. At the same time, Backpack Travel develops an alliance of open

sources to enable users to get access to a variety of travel services. In short,

Backpack Travel Alliances (BTA) is a global integration of international tourism

resource on blockchain, and BTA is replacing traditional online travel agents

(OTAs)!

This paper will describe in detail the way to implement borderless travel with

blockchain, distributed storage, bio-metrics, cryptography, big data and mobile

internet; therefore, travelers are able to travel across countries without boundary.
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1. Overview of the Tourism Industry

The global economy has been slowing down over

the past decade. Yet overall tourism arrivals and

total tourism revenues have continued to grow at

relatively high rates.

In 2016, the total number of tourists worldwide

exceeded 10 billion for the first time, reaching

10.5 billion, an increase of 4.8% over the

previous year and 1.4 times the size of the

global population. It was up 3.6% from a year

earlier, or 7.0% of global GDP, where total

travel and tota l tour ism revenues grew

significantly faster than global GDP growth.

In 2017, revenues of total global tourism and total global tourism increased by 7.5%

and 4.2% to $11.3 billion and $5.39 billion respectively. According to the latest

statistics of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, global GDP

growth was 3.4% and 2.8%. Obviously, the global tourism economy continues to

grow faster than the global economy. In short, tourism industry plays a key role in

the global economic recovery.
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Above figures are extracted from the report on World Tourism Economic Trends (2018).

The statistics predict that by 2030, the number of global tourists will increase by

40-50%. At the same time, the rapid growth also shows that the tourism industry as a

whole is lagging behind and seriously inadequate.
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2. Pain Points in Tourism Industry

In the traditional tourism, three main pain points have seriously affected the

travelers’ experience and the healthy and sustainable development of the industry.

They are as following:

- The repeated authentication of travelers’ identities raises a higher risk of leaking

sensitive information;

- The relative monopoly of the tourism service leads to high price;

- The disadvantages of operating mechanisms and technology application on current

platforms.

According to the survey, more than 70% of

tourists prefer to make online reservation on

OTAs. OTA platform’s complaint rate is

remaining high, and the tourist satisfaction

i s dec l i n i ng . Th i s i s cau s ed by the

information gap. The OTA platform itself

cannot ensure the credit value and the

quality of its service providers as well as

suppliers in different regions. As a result, it

is the travelers who have to pay the prices

for unmatched information eventually.
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2.1 Private Information Over Exposed

While traveling abroad, there are many scenarios where travelers need to show

identity documents, such as purchasing flight ticket, visit visa application, hotel

reservation, buying insurance, car rental, tax refund for example. In each

authentication process, travelers’ information is inevitable being exposed to the third

parties, which means that travelers are giving up control of their own private

information. Specially, every time the travelers need services from various service

intermediaries, they reveal their sensitive personal details and put their trust on the

service providers. However, as their information travels with the travelers from server

to server, the service providers can’t even have assurance that any data won’t be

hacked or lost.
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One current solution is the use of electronic identity documents. Yet at this stage, the

electronic identity documents that match the characteristics of tourists are the

e-passports adopted by countries one after another. E-passport contactless chip

contains biographical data and digital security features for passport holders in the

form of digital signatures. This electronic verification is done by checking the digital

signatures contained in contactless chips, which means that the sealed digital

certificate chain data used in different countries are different and without a standard.

For electronic verification of e-passports, border

authorities will need to collect digital certificate

chain information from other countries. For security

reasons, these information will change rules. In

addition, e-passports do not circulate in other tourist

scenarios. Computer data currently exist only in the

security checkpoints and airports. When visitors

arrive at the new airports and contact the new tourist

service providers, they will need to re-verify the authenticity of their identification

with passports, leaving a non-modifiable data store in the local central database. Due

to lacking of tracking system, the traveler’s passport information is left behind in

many centralized computers as dynamic data. For example, user habits, travel paths,

credit degree etc. cannot be safely embedded in e-passports. As a result, in the

process of travelling, tourists need to prove their proper travel behaviour with

passports and provide other forms of documents, such as single boarding pass card

or electronic visa as auxiliary verification, which is tedious and unnecessary for a

valuable travel experience.
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2.2 Tourist Intermediaries Cause Higher Prices

Due to the differentiation arising from borderline policies and regulations in

countries, global tourism industry does not share information on tourism-related

resources among countries. The information of service providers and travel agencies

involved in Europe, the United States, Australia, New Zealand and the Asia-Pacific

region is not fully exchanged. Furthermore, there is no real and effective query

system at this stage. As a result, it is difficult to obtain assurance of authenticity,

legitimacy and compliance rate in the process of cross-regional transactions, which

often results in frauds and high complaint rates. Also it hinders small and

medium-sized service providers from making direct contact with the final service

providers. Intermediary agencies with rich tourism resources such as Booking, Bnb,

and Ctrip are not willing to open up industry information resources, but choose to

firmly control the market for ensuring their maximum financial returns.

Top three global distributors, Sabreen, Amadeus and Travelport, are occupying

distribution between suppliers and travel agencies, including leisure tours and

business trips. Also, the two online travel agencies, Price and Expedia, are

controlling the online flight ticket booking market. Oligopolies also exist in

suppliers, with Marriott International, Continental Hotel Group and Hilton Hotels

Group acquiring almost all of the world’s best-known hotel brands. These giants

trade behind closed doors through price manipulation. They have successful

excluded new industry entrants and shaped an anti-competitive global travel market

merely for maximum return in their pockets.
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In addition, the online travel agencies charge small and medium-sized hotels with a

gross profit margin of approx.15% -20%. The high distribution costs force the hotels

to raise the price rates just to balance their business costs. The monopolies of the

tourism giants have consolidated their monopoly position and increased the number

of intermediary links. As a result, these costs are passed on to the travelers

eventually.

2.3 Unfair, Opaque Information Mechanisms

The traditional online travel agents (OTAs)

adopt a centralized structure, and their

information mechanism is inevitably unfair

and opaque, in which dishonest service

providers have the opportunities to

counterfeit orders and even submit false

information. In the hotel industry, for example, service providers can buy different

accounts to impersonate passengers to increase the quantity of orders. High order

quantity misleads visitors into believing the hotels’ popularity, thus attracting them

to place orders. Moreover, because of the performance requirements of the OTA

platform, the internal salespersons may also assist in such behaviour. In addition,

due to the limited number of hotels displayed on the terminal page, service providers

are encouraged to forge orders and occupy an advantageous position that can easily

be seen by the travelers. The end result of the scrubbing is that the service providers

use the scrubbers to improve their ranking. The centralized OTA platform receives

its commissions and data, while travelers still have to pay for the unsatisfactory

experience. This profit-driven counterfeiting proves to be too difficult to prevent.
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2.4 Disadvantages of Centralized Data Storage Mechanism

At this stage, social platforms,

travel OTA platforms and even

financial credit companies are

using centralized databases with

a single control point to store

users’ identity information. This

carries a very high risk of being

attacked, and results in users

sensitive data being stolen and

leaked. In 2016, Ctrip platform

was attacked, resulting in more

than 100 million travelers’ data stolen and sold in the market. Equifax, the largest

credit information company in the United States, also lost hundreds of millions of

users' information in 2017 for the same reason. The hackers' attacks revealed 140

million of users’ private data. The US population is about 326 million, which means

information on nearly half of the population had been leaked. Also, more than 3

billion accounts of Yahoo's customers had reportedly been hacked!

These cases have been calling people’s attention to the potential security problems

of centralized data storage. It also urges all industries to turn to more feasible and

reliable blockchain technology to find solutions.
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3. Information Innovation

3.1 Blockchain

Blockchain is not new. In fact, it's been around for about a decade. Its most famous

application is the support technology for digital currency bitcoin. The blockchain

technology first emerged in bitcoin project. As the distributed accounting platform

behinds bitcoin, blockchain has been operating stably for 9 years without any

centralized supervision, resulting in massive trading records.

Blockchain is a string of data blocks

associated with a cryptographic method

consisting of an increasing list of records

(blocks), each of which is connected to

the previous block and the original block.

It is more than a database. The server of

the traditional database is centralized. In

the traditional database, data can be

altered. While the blockchain settings

only allow users to add data (although the private chain is different). The blockchain

can make people rely on the truth rather than trust. When a new transaction is

created, it is related to the past and the future; therefore, there is a complete track

record. If the centralized database or backup is destroyed, it is difficult to retrieve

the lost data, while the books-like blockchain of the distributed storage is

irrevocable.
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Blockchain is also transparent and can be authorized to be viewed with keys. Data is

secure and easy to be accessed. Blockchain technology reduces the cost of

establishing "credit-ability" globally. Its peer-to-peer verification character can

produce a "basic protocol". Also, blockchain is the core technology in building

future cyberspace, and it plays a vital role in the network economy and the sharing

economy. Whether it is the Internet of Things, finance, smart devices, medical care,

education, archives, justice, copyright, and even home entertainment will all depend

on the development of blockchain technology in the next 10 years.

Blockchain has already become the second batch of engine accelerators of the

network shape transformation. The large-scale commercial application is in the

breakthrough period. It has already taken the lead in the finance industry, insurance

industry and the traditional IT industry. It brings improvements in terms of speed,

security, efficiency and convenience, whilst eliminating middlemen. The travel

industry will be greatly beneficial from blockchain application. This will transcend

the tourism itself and bring extra value and extension beyond imagination for travel

service providers and tourists. For the next 10 years, digital innovation in the travel

industry will unleash enormous energy and produce an immeasurable and

sustainable new business model.
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3.2 Database andAI

According to a report released by IDC, database market will reach $32.4 billion in

value in 2017 globally, with an annual compound growth rate of 27%. The fastest

market growing area is the data storage sector. While global intelligence market will

reach $18.3 billion scale in 2020 according to BBC.

The application of machine intelligence is to sum up the existing laws and formulate

corresponding solutions in real time. Big data is concerned with the phenomena and

sources of past events that provide reference for decision making. One is the faster

the reaction to unknown things, the better, while latter is the richer the known data,

the better.

From tools to services, along

pushing the mobile Internet

to change, it is the product of

comprehensive and effective

learning through machines to

precipitate data. Apple, for

example, can forecast user

preferences and consumer behaviour through analyzing users habit for its APPs. Its

purpose is to recommend further content and services. Google can analyze the way

different traffic conditions are driven by using maps, in order to provide users with

subsequent needed service.
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The Backpack Travel Shield, which will be mentioned in the next section, is able to

accumulate dynamic data on the basis of static information. Data can be analyzed by

using machine learning algorithms. By making comprehensive analyses of image

and speech recognition, text analysis extraction, travelers’ consumer behaviour can

be generated in the field of AI. From the tracking of static data to the consolidation

of dynamic data and the participation in data changes, the machine can have a deep

understanding of the theory and practice of the human being, then draw different

conclusions according to the changes of the objective circumstances and apply

cycles to a continuous state of renewal. The AI here is not just an interactive

interface. It's a closed loop of self-controlled data applications that provide simple

and effective services to specific users and service providers. After all, we are living

in a new era in which IQ is regarded as a service!!!
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4. Solution Introduction

With fully integrated travel industry resources such as visas, airline tickets, hotels,

car rentals and guided tours, Backpack Travel will explore border free travel to seek

for practical solutions to eliminate the key pain points in the industry. Based on

blockchain, distributed storage, bio-metrics, cryptography, data analysis and the

emerging technology of mobile devices, Backpack Travel is determined to reshape

the traditional tourism industry and build a more transparent tourism ecology. To

achieve this target, the following factors are essential:

1. Secure and fast user identification mechanism;

2. Reliable protection for travelers’ sensitive data;

3. Direct point-to-point tourism service docking;

4. Traceable data of the users and the travel service provider.
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4.1 Digital Identity Authentication

In combination of blockchain , distributed storage, biological recognition technology

and mobile device, Backpack Travel is launching a new type of digital

authentication. Backpack Travel Shield is based on the static data of original

passport information, with the tourists’ travel trajectories as a dynamic

superposition.

Backpack Travel Shield can enhance network security and protect user data privacy.

In essence, it is a distributed database that marks on blockchain. It can neither be

deleted or rewritten, nor be removed from a blockchain-based distribution. The node

generated by the Shield is immutable, yet it can be superimposed to form into chains.

The longer the chain is, the harder it can be broken and the more secure it is. Today

the mobile interface is considered the most convenient way to generate the private

key. This provides individuals opportunities to manage the use of their own digital

identities at all time. It is autonomous and convenient. The main advantages are:

1. The data on the blockchain can be trusted without being controlled by a

centralized mechanism;

2. Encryption technology allows for an appropriate range and security level in

terms of authorization and information sharing;

3. Biometric technology links the physical and digital worlds to ensure the legal

use of identity information;

4. Mobile devices enable travelers to carry digital identities in various travel

scenarios and choose to share their digital identities autonomously by their own

will, including information segments, shared objects, and sharing period.
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Travelers simply need to use our Backpack Travel APP, scan their passports and take

a selfie. The users will then have a Backpack Travel Shield embedded in their

mobile APP. The Travel Shield will contain the information needed for personal

travel. In the process of applying for Travel Shield, travelers’ information will be

confirmed and authenticated by the service provider. To protect the users’

identity-sensitive information from being compromised by a single-point server,

these information will be "shredded " and "distributed", and then addressed on the

blockchain.

After their Travel Shield is formed, the travelers simply need to open their

information selectively to the travel service providers in different travel stages. The

service provider can verify the authenticity and reliability of the information through

the extraction of Travel Shield and the reconstitution of users’ data. The service

providers will not be able to access nor extract any privacy information classified

from the Shield that is not authorized by the owners. For example, information

needed to check in a hotel is less specific than purchasing travel insurance, because

marriage status, blood type and account deposit are irrelevant to hotel check-in.
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In order to prevent users from entering incorrect personal information during

registration, travel service providers will need to assist in verifying the accuracy of

travelers’ information while travelers use their Travel Shield the first time. Travelers

can quickly generate a QR code through the mobile travel APP to present their

personal information. The service provider will ask travelers to show their actual

passports and other reservation information to double check the service and help

verifying the accuracy of the information on the service end APP. After the identity

of the passenger is confirmed by the service provider, the Travel Shield is officially

activated. The corresponding personal digital identity information will then be

officially authenticated and recorded in the corresponding Shield.

Once the travelers’ Shield have been verified by the service provider, they can use

the travel shield as an authentication means. When they use the services on the

Backpack Travel Alliances chain (BTA), they only need to use their mobile phones

to show QR codes of their Travel Shields. Then the service providers use the APP on

the service end to scan the passengers' QR codes. By comparing the users with the

data on Travel shield, the service provider will be able to verify the true identity of

the travelers without requiring other original identification documents.

4.2 New BTABuilds Tourism Credit System

Backpack Travel develops an alliance of open source blockchain that enables users

to gain access to a variety of travel services globally. Backpack Travel Alliances

(BTA) chain includes airline tickets, hotels, visa consulates, guides, car rentals, and

shopping refunding. The travelers can use Travel Shield to share the information

they need to provide, so as to realize user-centered, digitalized and transparent

transactions.
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4.2.1 Non-tampering Characteristics of User and Service Provider Data

The OTA platform includes two parts of data : the user data and service provider

data. The user data include static information such as personal basic information and

identity information, as well as dynamic information such as service search records,

purchases and evaluation records on OTA platform. It also includes other

information that can be freely filled in by individuals, such as interests, hobbies and

hotel preferences. Service provider data includes service information, commodity

information, geographical location, transaction records, credit evaluation

information, promotional activities and licenses, etc.

On BTA (Backpack Travel Alliances), Backpack travel changes the traditional data

storage mode and uses blockchain key to extract the distributed storage data, so that

the user data and service provider data can be protected and can not be tampered

with. These data may be revised, but the records of any revised have an indelible

trace. It makes users and service providers, especially service providers, more

cautious in registering, filling, and operating their own operational data. At the same

time, users will cherish their account data more, and be more serious and objective

when rating the service providers, thus making the service providers’ scores more

objective and fair. It drives the whole platform ecology to become transparent and

monitorable.

In order to better support a large number of data storage, we use open alliance chain

with high throughput, as well as the advanced technology for the inter-conversion of

database and blockchain data. It can easily and safely upload the traditional database

to blockchain, or recover the data from blockchain to the local database at any time.

It results in a better docking for the APP application layer of BTA.
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4.2.2 User Data is in the Hands of the User

Travel Shield can be used on the Backpack Travel Alliances (BTA) with any travel

service that handles digital identity authentication. For example, when users pass

through customs and airports in different countries, the Travel Shield will be added

on new dynamic information to the original static information, leaving more tracks

or trace on the Shield.

All the data will then be scattered and saved in different servers after being

encrypted and "shredded" for effective protection purpose. This ensures that critical

data will not be revealed when a single server is hacked. If users need to authorize

service providers to access some of the data, they can simply use the travel APP to

make the corresponding authorization. In this sense, users are able to “own” and

gain control of their own information. Through the smart contract, information flow

of users’ authorization will be recorded on blockchain, which includes the number of

authorized accesses, effective access period, and information receivers.

Since the operations stored in the distributed system will be recorded on the

blockchain, it cannot be obliterated. Data inquiries and downloading without user’s

approval can be explicitly avoided and tracked. This avoids the bugs of the highest

privilege administrators in the traditional centralized database, and protects the

security of user data.
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4.2.3 Proof-of-Travel Award Token

Backpack token (BP) is based on the actual use of Backpack Travel Shield on BTA.

BP’s corresponding value is generated by the actual travel behavior on BTA after it

is completed. That is, tourism users will receive the corresponding token rewards

after the completion of tourism behavior. The more Proof-of-Travels the users

complete, the more token rewards they receive. This process is defied as generalized

mining mechanism. Token number of constant issues will be 2 billion in total, of

which 40% will be produced in mining and be decreasing year by year.

BTA will automatically reward travelers with BP token according to endogenous

logic. Travelers can use the BP token to exchange travel services with Backpack. As

the basic value guarantee of BP token, BP token can be used as the settlement

medium between travelers and the service provider. For example, when travelers

book services with hotels, certain amount of tokens can be frozen as reservation

deposit to ensure the true will of the service procurement.
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BTA emphasizes that the autonomy of users’ data is in the users’ own hands.

Therefore, travelers can be selective in opening their data to designated service

providers, in exchange for BP token from the service providers. That is, if service

providers need to obtain travelers’ data to make accurate marketing decisions, they

need to use BP token to purchase the right to get access to the corresponding data

from the travelers.

With the increasing users of BTA, data will accumulate continuously, and the

accuracy of service data will also be risen. At the same time, the number of Travel

Shield issues remains constant. It means that, theoretically, the amount of data

corresponding to each Travel Shield is constantly enriched and upgraded. This

mechanism guarantees a rising value base for the BP token.

4.2.4 Peer-to-Peer Credit Transaction Reduces Transaction Cost

BTAwill implement the entry of tourism service providers based on the open source

architecture, especially in connecting users and service providers in a point-to-point

manner for service reservation and transaction settlement links, which eliminates a

number of intermediary operation.

Service providers on BTA must use the BP token as transaction medium. When

business transaction requires token frozen and unfrozen, intelligent contract and

cross-chain hosting technology will ensure the authenticity, legitimacy and

compliance. Transaction can be recorded in real time. The cycle of regular

settlement between the original service provider and the intermediary can be

eliminated, which results in reducing an approx. 20% of the capital turnover for the

service provider. It brings win-win situation for both tourists and service providers.
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4.2.5 Solid Data Base for Travel Credit

Based on blockchain technology, the reliability of Backpack Travel Shield can be

enhanced by interactions with different contracting parties. The credibility of users’

travel consumption is directly proportional to the increasing dynamic information

provided by the users. When the users want to choose the travel credit consumption

package, they can open their personal information to the corresponding service

provider on BTA by choice.

Combined with years of experience in tourism industry and development of Internet

technology, Backpack Travel has established its own comprehensive travel credit

rating model. It enables the travelers to extend their travel credits on BTA and

provide them with a new tourism consumption experience as “Travel First&Pay

Later”(TFPL for short). TFPL is different from instalment plan, and it will be a

brand new travel experience in tourism industry in 2 years.

According to a report from Wells Fargo, credit information operation is a market of

more than 100 billion USD, which is also the most valuable application direction

and commercial logic for big data analysis. Today, a large number of valid data

related to credit information are mainly concentrated in the hands of a few large

organizations.
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These data are too sensitive and are the lifeblood of business, so they are tightly

protected by platform giants, which creates a very high industry threshold. Think of

it this way, travelers’ information is valuable. Yet it is valuable for platform giants

instead of the information owners themselves. While the platform is getting benefits

from travelers’ information, the travelers themselves are paying a higher price for

personal information being used. It doesn’t make sense!

Technology can make a difference. Blockchain has a nature that cannot be tampered

with and denied. It can provide unprecedented data on a large scale of credit

relevance. This data can be accurately located on blockchain and strictly related to

the users. Therefore, credit information management based on blockchain data will

greatly improve the accuracy of credit evaluation and reduce a considerable cost and

time for evaluation. Its major advantages include:

1. Optimizing economic benefits, real-time travel trajectory and superposition;

2. The biological features are modularized and extensible;

3. International and borderless operation, easy to use;

4. Security, accuracy, non-tampering, trace-ability;

5. Can be authorized to visit and verify, carrying out risk analysis and assessment.

In short, the user data on BTA will be more than a simple boarding ticket or travel

voucher. It's a reappearance of user data with a trusted history, and users shall be

benefited from revealing their personal information by choice.
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5. Solution Details

5.1 Technology Implementation Architecture

The technology structure is divided into four layers. They are application layer，

token layer, blockchain layer and distributed storage layer from top to bottom.

From a technical point of view the application layer consists of three modules, they

are:

1. the OTA application;

2. the personal identity Travel Shield;

3. the travel credit rating system.

From a functional point of view, the application layer is comprised of：

1. the passenger client application;

2. the service provider application;

3. and the Backpack platform application.

In the token layer, the function of personal wallet realizes the point-to-point payment

and settlement between the travelers and the service providers. The side chain

freezing technology helps to realize the token freezing of the user reservation

services. Also, the token layer contains the transaction authorization mechanism of

users to their personal data.
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The blockchain layer comprises a digital asset module, a support token and a wallet.

The intelligent contract supports the authorization of the users to their personal data,

while the blockchain layer adopts a database + blockchain control components.

Thereby, it realizes:

1. data from the database can be stored quickly on the blockchain;

2. data of the service provider can be saved;

3. the authority of distributed storage can be controlled.

Distributed storage combines blockchain layer to realize the encryption of sensitive

data and valuable data, distribute storage and protect the value of users’ personal data.
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5.2 Blockchain Application

The application of blockchain technology on BTA has three modules. In the first

module, we use the properties of the distributed account book of blockchain to

create a point-to-point payment network for transactions between users and service

providers. Transactions on BTA use the platform's endogenous BP token. A high

performance consensus algorithm is applied for blockchain layer, alliances chain,

and private chain application scenario, which ensures the high availability of

payment networks. Based on this consensus algorithm, BTA is able to support more

than 1,000 transactions per second, and is able to generate block every few seconds.

When users make payment to service providers and service providers confirm the

transaction, the speed of receiving BP token can be controlled in seconds. This

settlement speed is much faster than payments by Bitcoin and Ethernet.

Backpack Travel applies the middleware technology which combines the innovative

blockchain technology with the traditional database technology, so that the

blockchain can be used to build tables similar to the traditional database. This

method is used to ensure that the complex service provider data on BTA can be

integrated, well structured and quickly stored in blockchain, laying a good

foundation for the full play to the follow-up big data and intelligent technology

learning ability. With this technology and distributed storage, BTA can also cleverly

preserve and protect users’ data. Please see the next section for details.
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5.3 Distributed Storage + Blockchain

BTA adopts P2P distributed storage technology and it has no central administrator.

When a file is uploaded to the distributed storage network, the file will be split into

pieces. These pieces will then be stored in separate server nodes. Each file fragment

in the hash value will be used as an index, which will be stored in all nodes of the

distributed hash table. When a user needs to extract the complete file, Kademlia

routing algorithm will be used to put back these data fragments into a complete file.

Each server node will not have a complete data, therefore, when a single server is

breached by a hacker, the hacker cannot obtain the complete data.
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Sensitive personal data, travel trace data of core value, and unstructured data on the

platform, including images and photos, are being stored on distributed storage

networks. Its hash indexes will be saved in the blockchain. The database blockchain

technology of Backpack Travel can realize permission control at record level and

encryption at field level. By using the hash indexes on the distributed storage data as

the field of the privilege control table, together with the control of the access rights

of the table, users are able to have the access rights to their addressable information.

That is to control the user's access to the data on the distributed storage by the will

of the data owners themselves. By default, only users have access to their own hash

indexes of sensitive data to get their own data. Further more, users can use this form

to authorize service providers on BTA to access the hash indexes of their data.

Combined with dynamic encryption technology, BTA can realize one-time

information access authorization to service providers, and service providers can only

access user data at one time.
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5.4 The Process of Using Digital Identity Authentication

5.4.1 Identity Information Entry

The very first step is to enter identity information. Users need to use APP to take a

photograph of their passport, and a selfie. Backpack user end APP will then use the

machine readable area of the passport to identify passport information, and

automatically process the relevant passport information fields.

Key fields include the user’s name, passport number and birthday, and selfie photos

are hashed and processed with the user's private key of the travel APP. The data

packet is then transmitted to the Backpack Travel server for a preliminary data

validation. If the data is verified successfully, the Backpack Travel server will use the

Backpack Travel Shield as the address to save the data packet to the blockchain.

Backpack Travel server authenticates with its private key, allowing users to write their

passport information and attach selfies to distributed storage. The users can access the

data packet through the Travel Shield as the address, which can be used to verify the

data in the subsequent process.
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5.4.2 Travel Service Provider Authentication Is Required for Initial Use of

Travel Shield

In order to avoid the users entering the wrong personal information from the start

point, the travel service providers will need to verify the accuracy of the personal

information when travelers use the Travel Shield for the first time.

When a traveler registers with a service provider, the service provider should require

the traveler to issue an entity passport (which is consistent with the current normal

authentication process). The traveler needs to use Backpack user APP to generate a

QR code, which contains the user's Backpack ID and a one-time access authorization

key to the user's passport information and the selfie stored on the distributed storage.

After the service provider scans the QR code, permissions from the blockchain

network can then be obtained. This allows the service provider to extract the data

embedded to the Backpack Travel Shield by the traveler on the APP end and compare

the data to the physical information submitted by the traveler.
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After confirming the authenticity and validity of passport information and selfie on

the traveler's existence, the service provider sends a request to the service provider

server through the service provider APP end. The service provider server then signs its

private key to authenticate the identity Shield of the traveler. Through the

authentication of the service provider, the traveler’s Travel Shield is activated.

5.4.3 Use of Travel Shield for Authentication

After the traveler's Travel

Shield is activated, the

traveler can later use APP

for authentication without

the need to show an entity

passport. Similarly, the

traveler uses Backpack

user APP to generate a

QR code, which contains the Backpack Travel Shield and a dynamically changing

one-off access key. The service provider scans the QR code using the APP on the

server end, and obtains the traveler's Backpack Travel Shield and one-time key to

access the distributed storage, the travelers’ passport information, selfies, and

certification records of other service providers. In this scenario, service providers

believe that the passport information and selfies in the distributed storage are credible

and true. According to the passport information obtained, the service providers then

make a contrast confirmation to the the travelers and determine whether the real

identity of the passengers is consistent.
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6. Travel Credit Rating Model

Combining with years of data accumulation and thorough understanding in the

tourism industry, Backpack Travel is using better technology to create a travel credit

model. Travelers can apply at the APP if they want to experience a new tourism mode

of TFPL (Travel First&Pay Later). They simply need to obtain a Travel Shield and

apply in the APP, then authorize Backpack server to obtain their static and dynamic

data.

Static data include personal identity information, social roles, social connections,

property status, etc., which may be entered on the Backpack Travel Shield during the

start up registration process. While dynamic data include the travel location, travel

mode, hotel grade, payment speed, service provider evaluation and so on, which are

accumulated in the travels’ Backpack Travel Shield.
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If the travelers want their credit investigation to be more accurate and have a better

credit extension, they can authorize the Backpack Travel server to access the third

party credit information. Together with the user data on BTA, the third party credit

information, and users’ historical database, a powerful machine learning algorithm is

adopted. The Backpack travel credit score, which accurately reflects the travelers’

tourism consumption ability, is calculated for the travelers and provided to the

financial institutions as the basis for granting credit by the user’s choice. This is

designed to provide a complete set of tourist services for the travelers.

To be specific, travelers can go travel without the need of a full payment. After

completing a journey, travelers can choose to pay in installments or pay in full for

settlement. The platform has a complete set of procedures to track users' post-trip

settlement behavior, and feedback the settlement behavior to BTA for continuous

optimizing and improving of the user data.

7. ICO — Total Supply Fixed at 2 Billion

Each year, 20% of the project income will be used on BP Token repurchases
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8. Lead Institutional Investors & Strategic Partners

8.1 Lead Institutional Investors

8.2 Strategic Partners
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9. Team Introduction

9.1 Core Team
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9.2 Consultant Team
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10. Development Plan
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11. Legal Disclosures and Full Disclaimers

1 This white paper is intended only to describe the basic information of the project,

to communicate the use of the information to specific objects who have requested

information about the project voluntarily. It does not constitute any future guidance,

nor is it any form of contract or commitment.

2 Participants participating in the TOKEN exchange program shall understand and

accept the risks of the project and be willing to personally bear all the corresponding

consequences.

3 The Backpack team made it clear that it would not commit to any return for

direct and indirect loss from the project.

4 The TOKEN designed in this project is an encrypted digital code used in the

transaction link and does not represent the equity, earnings rights or control rights of

the project.

5 Because there are many uncertainties in the digital currency itself (including but

not limited to: the environment in which countries regulate digital money, the fierce

competition in the industry, and the technological loophole in the digital currency

itself), we cannot guarantee the success of the project. The project has a certain risk of

failure.

6 Although the team will try to solve the problems that may be encountered in the

course of the project, there is still policy uncertainty in the future, and everyone shall

participate rationally with a full understanding of the risks.
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Making Borderless Travel Possible
www.BPshield.com

www.BPshieldFoundation.org

http://www.bpshield.com
http://www.bpshield.com
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